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Main points to make

¤ No fair distribution of (pension) income without fair  
(re)distribution of macro (pension) risk…

¤ More research is needed about the macro risk and the 
(re)distribution of the unexpected/unknown risk...

¤ Comprehensive View is needed to get to a Comprehensive 
Plan…
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Risk/return part of micro DNA

¤ Risk/return   

¤ Allocation of capital follows  
expected risk/return analysis

¤ All kind of risk are measured and tracked

¤ Research data available 

¤ Governance available
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Sounds familiar…?

¤   “If we would clean up the banks and discipline the 
bankers, a financial crisis will never happen again…”

¤   “Better regulations and governance will protect tax payer 
from future losses…”

¤  “You can’t fix the banks, if you don’t fix government debt 
risk…”
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Indeed that simple…?

¤ Reduction in total risk really feasible…?

¤  If banks take less risk, who takes the rest…?

¤ Do we have the Total Picture…?

¤ How are the risk-dots connected…?
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How much do we know about…?

¤ Total amount of macro risk … spill overs?

¤  In/decreasing … which areas…?

¤ Which  groups create and take risk…?

¤ Categories of risk … amounts...?

¤  Expected and unexpected risks…?

¤ Our Macro Balance Sheet...?
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Likely answers…

¤  Total amount of macro risk… Unknown

¤  In/decreasing…   Increasing

¤ Who creates risk…       F.I.s, Gov’ts, Corp, Cons. 

¤ Who takes risk…           F.I.s, Gov’ts, Corp, Cons.

¤  Expected risk: partly known… Unexpected: unknown

¤ Macro Balance Sheet... Assets + Liabilities largely 
unknown

¤  Timing: present or future generations…?
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Risk categories

¤  Credit risk: RE, Corp, Retail, Gov’t, Counterparties

¤  Bank risk: solvency, liquidity, RE, Credit cards 

¤  Non-bank industry

¤  Other risks: fraud, derivatives, ETF, Cyber  

¤  Government debt

¤  Inflation/deflation risk

¤  Social, geopolitical risk: Greece, M.E., …

¤  Contagion and Human Behavior risk as multiplier
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Why macro risks do increase…?

¤ Complexities  > Capabilities

¤ Too Many Unknowns

¤ Human Behavior
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Complexities > Capabilities
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Too many unknowns

¤ Unknown Unknown Risk is a long tail…

¤ Which cannot be covered and priced for…

Unknown Unknown Risk

Unknown 
Known RiskKnown  

Known  
Risk
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Human behavior causing ongoing cycles…
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True or false…

¤ Complexities and risks keep mutating, faster and faster

¤  Lack of proper understanding of macro risks

¤  Lack of (fair) re-distribution of unexpected risk

¤  Lack of frameworks to govern, redistribute macro risks

¤  Lack of Comprehensive Overview of macro risk
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Getting to the bigger picture to zoom in…

¤ There is more to it than “banks driving risk and tax payer 
taking the risk and losses…”

¤ There is more to it than “having a policy of fair 
distribution of income…”
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Big Picture Risk Framework?

¤ Which main groups driving risk

¤ Which main groups taking risk
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Big Picture Framework
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Relevance to pensions…

¤  Part of the ‘unknown’ risks will spill over to pension funds 
and their members

¤ How to share known and (re)distribute unknown risks: 
1.  Which risks?
2.  Time lines?
3.  From which unknown positives?

à  No fair (pension) income distribution, without fair  
(re)distribution of macro (pension) risk!
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¤  EXAMPLE Netherlands:

¤  Assets:  Pensions      €    800 
bn 

Savings                 €    400 bn 
Property € 2,200 bn 
State assets €      85 bn         

Liabilities:  
Pers. Mortg debt               €    700 bn 
State debt €    400 bn

¤  Govt road system: €350bn(€100mn/km)

¤  PM: Benefit of lower interest rates? House Co-op 200bn 
Unexpected profits; Shale gas; Unreported wealth; 

National balance sheet?
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More research needed…

¤ Make the invisible, visible

¤ Map the issues and get details

¤ Connect the dots 

¤  Involve academia and stakeholders

¤  Leading to a more fair…

¤            …(re)distribution of income and risk!
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Discussion

¤                   Thank you for sharing your views!


